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When World War I broke out in August of 1914, despite coming from one of Vancouver’s wealthy and elite 

families, young Alan Duncan Bell-Irving had a tough act to follow.  Not only was he the smallest and second

-youngest of six brothers, his older siblings had pretty much taken all of the prime openings in the military.  

Their father, H.O. Bell-Irving, was a Scot immigrant who built his fortune in industry in the area through his 

Anglo-British Columbia Canning Company.  He raised his family of 6 sons and 4 daughters to be loyal, 

brave and independent.  Eager to support the war effort, H.O. immediately placed three of his company ships 

at the disposal of the government for defense of the West Coast of Canada; for the first two years of the war 

they were pretty much the only defense available against the possibility of the sudden appearance of a    

German Commerce Raider, which were then at large on every one of the world’s oceans.   

H.O. also used his money and his influence to establish a Vancouver army battalion known as the Seaforth Highlanders; a tribute to 

the historic British Army infantry unit from Northern Scotland.  Duncan’s older brothers, Roderick and Richard, held commissions in the    

Vancouver Seaforth Highlanders and were off to France and the Western Front.  The oldest, Henry, joined the Royal Canadian Navy, and soon 

commanded a small group of boats in the English Channel that removed mines and patrolled for German submarines.  Meanwhile Malcolm 

took flying lessons in England, and was the first native-born Canadian to join the Royal Flying Corps.  On 16 June 1916 he became the first 

Canadian in the Royal Flying Corps to down an enemy aircraft. 

So what was the next in line, Duncan, to do?  Eager to get into action, he also signed up with the 16th battalion and served overseas as 

a dispatch rider.  While bouncing around the countryside in a motorcycle often got him out of the grim trenches, Duncan was determined to 

follow the lead of his older brother and learn to fly.  Transferring to the Royal Flying Corps in the summer of 1915, he found immediate      

employment as an observer performing artillery spotting and reconnaissance duties over France with No. 7 RFC Squadron.  His mount was the 

creaky Bristol Be – 2; an antique biplane with the remarkable top speed of 71 m.p.h.!  This was dangerous and unglamorous work; not only was 

the hack slow, lightly defended, and exposed to both ground-fire and enemy fighters, Duncan’s seat was on top of the gasoline tank, which was 

in no way self-sealing!  His aircraft was shot down in September 1915, but fortunately he escaped without serious injury only to be 

wounded in action on December 14. 

Back in England to recover from his wounds, Duncan took flying training and was awarded his Avi-

ator’s Certificate at Farnborough on 31 March 1916.  Posted to No. 60 Squadron, on his 22nd birthday, 28 Au-

gust, 1916, Duncan was credited with downing a Rolland C over France.  Then, on 14 September Duncan de-

stroyed an enemy balloon; a dangerous target that earned him a Military Cross.  Another Roland fell to his gun, and on 30 

September Duncan scored a double victory and became the first Canadian Ace in the Royal Flying Corps.  By 19 October he had run his score 

to 7 victories but 2 days later he was shot down for a second time during a melee and crash-landed among the   

British trenches.  This engagement resulted in a concussion and a bar to his Military Cross.  On 9 November     

Duncan was wounded again, and shot down for a third time.  He was once again sent back to England to recover 

and finished the war as the Chief Flying Instructor at Gosport, England, with the rank of Squadron Leader.  

After the war Bell-Irving returned to Vancouver, got married and went into the insurance business.  With the     

outbreak of World War II Duncan re-enlisted with the RCAF and managed the Jarvis Gunnery and Bombing 

School.  Later he was Station Commander of the hub of the British 

Commonwealth Air Training Plan; the RCAF Central Flying School 

at Trenton, Ontario.  He ended the war with the rank of Air         

Commodore but returned to civilian life in real estate in Vancouver, 

where he died in 1965 at the age of 70.   

The Bell-Irving family demonstrated bravery and honour in the mili-

tary service of their country; being awarded 9 major medals among 

them.  All six brothers entered military service and the eldest girl, Isabel, became a Red Cross 

Nurse. One of the boys, Reginald, was killed during a trench raid in the last two weeks of the 

war.  Duncan won two of these awards, and became the first Canadian Ace in the Royal Flying 

Corps.  For this achievement, and for his service to his country, Duncan Bell-Irving is being  

inducted into the BC Aviation Hall of Fame and the British Columbia Aviation Museum displays their Nieuport 17 replica in the livery with 

which he scored 6 of his 7 aerial victories. (submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian, BCAM) 

The Royal Flying Corp’s First Canadian Ace 

Summer 2018 
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100 Years of the Royal Air Force—Part 1 

 

 April 1st 2018 marked the 100th anniversary of the birth of Britain’s Royal Air Force.  When WWI 

began in 1914 armies were using balloons as a means of observing enemy positions in the muddy plains of 

northern France.  The battlefields were dominated by trenches, machine guns, artillery and barbed wire.  

Soon  aircraft were used to extend the view of the observers.  In England this branch of the army was 

called the  Royal Flying Corp. 

 When WWI began the RFC had 1 squadron of balloons and 4 squadrons of aircraft.  This was the early days of manned 

flight, scarcely 11 years after the Wright Brothers first flew in 1903.  By 1915 these scout planes began to carry weapons to        

discourage or shoot down enemy balloons or aircraft.  Next came pursuit aircraft whose primary purpose was to escort the       

observation planes and balloons.  These were the first “fighter planes” as 

we call them today. 

 As technology progressed planes became more capable.  Machine 

guns synchronized to the engine could fire through the arc of a propeller 

for  example.  Soon aircraft were able to carry bombs for offensive use.  

This lead to the use of airplanes such as the Fe2b to carry the war beyond 

the front lines of the battlefield.  Now targets many miles from the battle-

field could be struck.  Initially this group was known as the “Independent 

Force”.  Communications centres along the German/French border and even      industrial sites in Germany were now under threat.  

Missions in these early bombers were arduous undertakings.  These early offensive aircraft had open cockpits, cold temperatures, 

engine exhaust and dripping oil were hazards on every mission.  Of course in those days auto pilot was unheard of! Most aircraft 

flew at around 100 mph, so in a strong headwind or crosswind flight time would be greatly increased.  The      physical demands on 

aircrew were tremendous. 

 Many Canadians served in the RFC.  In fact, a disproportionately high percentage of the top aces were from the relatively 

new  Dominion of Canada. Billy Bishop 72 victories, Donald McLaren 54 victories, George Barker 50 victories, and B.C.’s Joe Fall 36     

victories and Raymond Collishaw of Nanaimo shot down 60 enemy aircraft while flying with the R.N.A.S. to name a few. 

 On August 17th 1917 General Jan Smuts recommended the amalgamation of the RFC (Army) and the underutilized Royal 

Navy Air Service into what became on April 1st 1918: the “Royal Air Force”.  This new organization was no longer an adjunct to the 

army.  The new Royal Air Force would now be free to provide whatever England needed in terms of air power whether attacking 

distant targets, defending the homeland or supporting the army. 

 In July I will be travelling to the U.K.  The culmination of that trip will be the Royal International Air Tattoo at Fairford in        

Gloucestershire.  This is the largest military airshow in the world with aircraft from over 60 nations already confirmed. The RAF will 

be front and centre with every squadron represented.  There will be a fly past featuring every type of 

aircraft in the modern RAF, as well as the Battle of Britain Historical Flight with its Lancaster bombers, 

several Spitfires and    Hurricane fighters from WWII. 

 The RAF’s newest aircraft, the F-35B Lightning 2’s, have 

recently been delivered to RAF Marham, so I am hoping to see 

this 5th generation jet at this event as well.  It will be quite a 

contrast from those early bi-planes of the Royal   Flying Corp. 

 My next article will provide some overage of 

the RIAT, and also we will look at Canada’s             

relationship to the RAF. (submitted by Jack Funk, member BCAM) 

 

RFC 1916-1918 

Stealth Roundel 
To be used by the Royal Air Force    

squadrons operating the F-35B Lightning II. 

This will differ more from previous roundels 

as it will be built into rather than painted 

onto the aircraft  

Fe2b Britain’s First Bomber 

F-35B Lightning 
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July—November 

July 19  Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch 

July 28  OPEN HOUSE 

August 18  Summer BBQ 

September 15 Victoria Foundation Day/Battle of Britain 

October 1  Museum moves to Winter Hours 11 a.m.—3 p.m. 

November 11  Remembrance Day/Food Bank Day 

Speaker Nights:   September 19; October 17; November 21  

IMPORTANT! 

 Dates For Those  Diaries: 

 

Board Meetings:  

 July 12; Aug 16; Sept 13; Oct 17; 

Nov 15 

Volunteer Lunch  Meetings: 

 July 19; Aug 23; Sept 20; Oct 18; 

Nov 22 

 

A Big Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members! 

Sidney:  Bruce McKenzie & Family; Amarjit Phura; Alan McIntosh & Family; Peter Downs; Karen 

Hipwell; Dwain Johnson; North Saanich: April Duncan; Geoff Ruddick & Family; Jessica & Janet 

Werk & Family; Stephen Hemphill; David Fisher; Chris Considine; David & Donna Chapman; 

Brenda Nunns Shoemaker;  Saanichton: Darren Brown;  Victoria: Bernd Buchner; Marion 

Becevel; Kevin Timney; Kellie Coe & Family; Leonard Fox; Howard Pendergast; Dana Shea;     

Jasmine & Richard Sutherland; The Mann Family; Scott Eichel; Ian & Wendy Clay; Heather     

Stevens; Barbara Jordan-Knox; Francois Bariault; Alexander (Sandy) McCracken; Sean & Lisa 

McGrath; Mary Crouch; Kiao Lyu; Simon Dee & Family; Nanaimo, B.C.: Timothy Cotton; Maple 

Ridge, B.C.: Haley Rumble; Cobble Hill, B.C.: Robin Gale; Mayne Island, B.C.: Lauren Underhill; 

Cowichan Bay, B.C.: Dave Byrnes; Salt Spring Island, B.C.:  Robert Bell;  Brentwood Bay: 

Agustin Federico Torres Bonet; Wembley, Alberta: Ernest Born;  Duncan, B.C.: Glenn Clark;   

Port Coquitlam, B.C.: Gaitri Yapa; Gray Creek, B.C.: Tom Lyumbery;  

Incoming……. 

A pilot and a co-pilot were descending for a landing at an airport they had never 
been to before. The pilot looked out the windshield, and suddenly exclaimed to the 
co-pilot: "Holy cow! Look how short the runway is! I've never seen one that short!" 

The co-pilot looked out the windshield. "Wow! you're right! That's incredible! Are 
you sure we can make it?" 
"Well we better, we're almost out of fuel." 

So the captain got on the intercom, and notified the passengers to put their heads 
between their knees, and prepare for an emergency landing. Then he set the flaps to 
full down, and slowed the plane to just over stall speed. The big jumbo jet came 
screaming in, on the ragged edge of control. The pilot's hands were sweating, the   
co-pilot was praying. 

They touched down, and came screeching to a halt just before the edge of the    
runway, the tires smoking. 

"WHEW! That was CLOSE!" yelled the captain. "That runway was SHORT!" 

"Yeah!" said the co-pilot, "and WIDE too!" 

 

"Flight 1234, for noise abatement turn right 45 

degrees.." 

"But Center, we are at 35,000 feet, how much 

noise can we make up 

here?" 

"Sir, have you ever 

heard the noise a 707 

makes when it hits a 

727?" 
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Museum News….. 

 Projects, News and More! 

Norseman Run-Ups! 

Here is your chance to experience up close the noise, 

smell and sound of a big radial engine running on a       

vintage aircraft! 

Saturday July 21 

Saturday August 18 

Saturday September 15 

 

Summer is now fully here and of course that means our    
annual Open House – now less than a month away.  We 
have had a good response so far to our call for volunteers 
but we still need more of you to step forward.  It looks as if 

this will be another excellent day, with all sorts of interesting activities, so please spread the word.  
The Open House has become increasingly popular each year and so, for the first time, we will be 
using an overflow parking lot at the baseball diamond and will have a shuttle van in operation.  

Many of you are familiar with the continuing story of the Toronto Lancaster FM104 and our efforts 
to bring it out here to the museum.  The decision originally scheduled for April was deferred to  
allow the Toronto group SaveFM104 to present a revised proposal to keep the aircraft in Toronto.  
We are expecting news any day now with the publication of the revised staff report to Toronto 
City Council; we remain optimistic that our proposal is the best one and that FM104 will end up on 
the west coast. 

The Hoffar construction is moving along well, thanks to our excellent woodwork crew, and the  
aircraft is taking shape in front of us.  Our review of the hangar layout and our alternatives for  
displaying aircraft is well under way and we will shortly be publishing a draft proposal for        
consideration by the volunteers.  We are also giving serious thought to expanding our parking lot 
to the north of the museum.  So, as usual, there is a lot going on at the museum! 

We hope to see many of you non-volunteer members at the Open House.  Don’t be shy in coming 
forward and introducing yourselves – and perhaps we can persuade you to move up to being a 
volunteer!  We’re always on the lookout for new people to join our group. You don’t need       
technical skills; there are all sorts of jobs just waiting to be done! (John Lewis, President, BCAM) 

SAVE PAPER! 

(& POSTAGE!) 

Just a reminder for 

the membership: 

If you are still receiving the Norseman Newsletter by    

regular post—why not switch over to receiving it through 

your email? It saves the Museum costs for printing and 

post—you receive it much faster than snail mail—and you 

get full colour! If this appeals to you—please update your 

status through the front desk at the Museum, or email 

me (Virginia) at:  

norsemannews@bcam.net 
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WWI—2018: How Aviation Has Changed 

When the world went to war in 1914 the Wright Brothers had only made the world's first powered flight little over a 
decade before. But the remarkable advances made in aviation during WWI are still at the core of air power today.  To 
say the first aeroplanes used in WWI were extremely basic is something of an understatement! 
Cockpits were open and instruments were rudimentary. There were no navigational aids and pilots 
had to rely on whatever maps could be found. A school atlas or a roadmap if necessary. 

Getting lost was commonplace and landing in a field to ask directions was not unusual, as was flying 
alongside railway lines hoping to read station names on the platforms.  Throughout the war there 
was a spiral of technological developments, as first one side and then the other gained the ascendancy. 

To this day the core roles of air power - control of the air, strike, reconnaissance and mobility - have their roots in the 
evolution of aviation before and during WWI.  

Aviation evolved rapidly during WWI, with modern and more effective aircraft replacing the basic machines that took 
to the skies in 1914. For the British it all started on 13 August 1914 at 08:20, when Lieutenant H D Harvey-Kelly landed 
the first Royal Flying Corps (RFC) aircraft to deploy in WWI at Amiens in northern France. 

This may not seem such a big deal today, but was a major achievement then - and a hazardous one. Crews were not 
always sure where the enemy was. The danger was all the greater because the troops on the ground were not expert 
in aircraft recognition so just shot at anything that flew, regardless of which side it was on.  Wing Commander PB 
Joubert de la Ferte remarked in August 1914 that he regretted the arrival of British troops because the RFC would be 
fired on by the Germans, the French and now the English. 

In the early days of war, the aircraft of the RFC were in use daily to monitor the movements of the 
German Army in France and Belgium. As the benefits of "eyes in the sky" became increasingly    
evident to both sides, it became obvious that steps would need to be taken to prevent the          
opposition from gaining significant advantage. The enemy would need to be shot down. At first this 
consisted of little more than pilots taking pot shots at each other with their service revolvers. But 
as technology improved airframes became more manoeuvrable and engines more powerful and it 

was soon possible to mount machine guns. The age of air-to-air combat had begun. 

The improvements also meant crews could carry more than simple hand grenades in their pockets. Recognisable 
bombs and bomb racks added a strike component to the roles of air power in warfare. This development took a      
sinister turn when Germany started long-range bombing attacks on London, primarily with Zeppelins and then Gotha 
bombers. Total war was now on the doorsteps of family homes. Control of the air also became paramount over the 
trenches and has remained so ever since in every conflict undertaken. 

As the war progressed, tactics and technology improved markedly with each side trying 
to outwit the other, both in the air and on the drawing boards of the aircraft designers. 
This was matched by an unprecedented growth in the aviation industry. By early 1915 
the British Army reckoned it would need some 50 squadrons of aircraft, up to 700 planes 
in total. When Kitchener, as Secretary of State for War, saw the estimate he swept aside 
official objections with curt instruction to double the figure. 

Pilots were needed in ever-increasing numbers to fly the new machines and replace casualties. Although the RFC was 
relatively small, their ratio of losses was at least as high as in the infantry. But there was never a shortage of             
volunteers either to fly as a pilot or as an observer. The romance of flying was an attractive proposition, it avoided the 
tedium of life in the trenches and offered a novel way of going to war. (Continued on Page 6…...) 
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WWI—2018: How Aviation Has Changed  (Continued from page 5….) 

From today's vantage point, the aircraft of WWI look incredibly flimsy, precarious to manoeuvre on the ground and 
seemingly subject to every gust of wind in the air. But to those who flew them, they were to be marvelled at. There 
were over 50 different aircraft designs during WWI, with five distinct technological generations. Over the course of 
the war the countries involved in the fighting produced more than 200,000 aircraft and even more engines. French 
industry alone accounted for a third of these. 

At the end of the war, the Allied nations were out-producing the Germans by nearly    
five-to-one in terms of aircraft and over seven-to-one in engines. The UK was       
producing 31 times more aircraft per month than it had owned at the beginning of 
the conflict and the RAF was not only the first independent air service, but also the 
largest. 

The aircraft in 1918 were clearly recognisable as direct descendants of their pre-war   
predecessors with open cockpits, no parachutes and wood and doped fabric                 
construction. But they had reached a degree of sophistication in handling and engine  performance which would make 
a sound platform for the developments that were to come in the inter-war years and on from then. 

As mail routes were opened and exploration flights carried out, records were set for transoceanic crossings and the 
pieces were all in place for an airline industry to take off, both over the then British Empire and continental land  
masses.  But this also had a darker side as the technology necessary to convert transport aircraft into long-range 
bombers was minimal. All was in place for the highly controversial bombing campaigns of WWII. 

It would then only take parallel developments in nuclear physics for the stage to be set for the attacks on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. The Cold War inevitably followed with the spectre of nuclear Armageddon ever present. 

Equally, by the end of WWI, the basic key roles of air power - control of the 
air, strike, reconnaissance and mobility - had all been demonstrated. They 
remain the same today. 

Where there is a stark difference, is in the life expectancy of those involved. 
A century on, we still shudder at the scale of the casualties in WWI, whether 
in the trenches or in the air. 

This obviously varied with time and activity over the war, but poet Robert 
Graves noted that RFC casualties were markedly higher than for infantry 

subalterns. Figures have been quoted of one fatality for every 92 flying hours. 

Today, living to draw one's pension is the norm. Even in hostile environments such as Iraq and Afghanistan, where the 
flying is likely to be either dull, dirty or especially dangerous, it is left to drones to bear the brunt.  Although still      
expensive to operate, they do not put aircrew in harm's way, which has made them highly popular with commanders. 

The next major change will possibly be even more revolutionary than flight was a 
century ago. It will happen when artificial intelligence is sufficiently advanced for 
these machines to operate completely independently. 

 
Will the day of the robot come, is it already here, or is that a step too far? 

(BBC.com) 
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Harold Bromley: The No-Luck Canuck! 

These days, few in aviation circles ever heard of Victoria-born Harold Bromley.  But trust me, had fate been a little 

kinder to the barn-storming aviator he could have become world famous as The Next Lindberg.  As many people 

know, in 1927 an unknown former airmail pilot named Charles Lindberg became an international celebrity by      

completing a daring solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean. Bromley boldly proposed to top this feat by becoming the 

first person to fly solo across the Pacific Ocean!  Not only would this flight be 1,000 miles longer, but he would do it 

from East to West; against the prevailing winds! 

At the time, Bromley was a dapper aviator in his late 20s running a flying school in Tacoma,  just south of Victoria in Washington State.  He and 

another ex-pat British Columbian in the area, lumberman John Buffelen, brazenly pitched the scheme to the citizens of Tacoma.  While the 

town was enthused with this venture, it was pointed out that they lacked one thing – an airport with a paved runway!  This was addressed by a 

hasty plebiscite in late 1927 to vote $300,000 in public funds and soon bulldozers were hacking away at the bush for the new facility.  Next on 

the list was an airplane.  As a part-time test-pilot for Lockheed, Bromley arranged to purchase a modified Lockheed Vega monoplane for 

$25,000.  So it was a red-letter day on 19 July 1929 when Bromley landed the bright orange Vega on the new airfield after an 8 hour flight from 

Los Angeles.  Its nose proudly bearing the words City of Tacoma in large white letters, the aircraft was welcomed with U,S. and Japanese flags, a 

wreath of flowers, a christening with Puget Sound water, and a gold watch for Bromley. 

At 4 am on 28 July 1929 most of the town gathered to watch the 900 gallons of aviation fuel being dumped into the 

open-cockpit Vega, which sat at one end of the runway on a timber ramp about 25 feet above ground.  The idea was 

to get a boost by running the Vega down the ramp and onto the runway.  Ensuing delays meant that it was 6 am 

when the brakes were finally released and the heavily-loaded Vega plunged down the ramp with its engine roaring. 

Unfortunately, the Vega got a sharp jolt when it lurched onto the pavement.  A resulting plume of gas from the  

overfilled tanks obscured the windscreen and Bromley’s goggles; the plane now drifted down the runway at full 

power.  In a desperate attempt to see, Bromley stuck his head up and pulled down his goggles; he was promptly blinded by the spray.  The 

Vega wandered off the runway and onto the gravel shoulder, a landing gear collapsed and the aircraft ended up planting its shattered nose in 

the dirt.  Fortunately for Bromley, who was now perched 10 feet in the air, there was no fire or explosion from the ruptured 

tanks. 

Undaunted, the Tacoma investors promptly tossed in another $25,000 for a new Vega and scrapped the idea of the ramp.  

That September Bromley took off from the Lockheed plant in Burbank, California with the second City of Tacoma to deliver it 

for another Tacoma to Tokyo attempt.  However, this flight ended up as a wreck on a nearby street following an emergency 

landing as a result of the partial collapse of the modified tail.  By good airmanship, Bromley escaped without injury yet again.   

City of Tacoma III was a Lockheed Cirrus monoplane, (bigger and more expensive), but it ended up as a smoking crater in the Mojave Desert in 

May of 1930 when a factory test-flight went badly awry.  Unfortunately, this time the pilot died, but yet again Harold Bromley dodged the  

bullet; he was not aboard. 

Three strikes and you are out, right?  Nope!  Amazingly, Bromley somehow convinced the Tacoma investors to come up with $15,000, for yet 

another attempt at the Pacific crossing.  Only this time major changes would be made.  First of all, he purchased a much larger, single-engine, 

high-wing monoplane from the obscure Emasco Aircraft Company of Downey, California.  Secondly, he would take along an experienced radio 

operator / navigator; the Australian, Harold Gatty.  Thirdly, deciding that fighting the wind all the way might not be the way to go after all, 

Bromley would have his aircraft, the Emasco B-3A, fly from Japan.  The pair carefully calculated that Tokyo to Tacoma was 4,779 miles.  If the 

weather was right and with a tailwind, they had a maximum range of 4,840 miles.  That left them a comfortable safety margin of 61 miles.  

What could go wrong? 

And so it was that on 30 August 1930 The Two Harolds gunned their 5-ton flying gas tank down Japan’s longest runway in a 

grim fourth attempt.  Well into the takeoff run Bromley realized that his heavily loaded aircraft would never clear the stand of 

trees at the end of the runway; he abruptly jettisoned his fuel.  Now lighter, he just cleared the obstacle, but had no chance 

at the crossing.   Back to the drawing board.  Plan B was to make the flight from the hard-packed sands of Sabishiro Beach; 

350 miles north of Tokyo.  On 15 September the Two Harolds got off and all went well for the first 12 hours.  Then, some 

1,200 miles out over the Pacific, the exhaust stack cracked and poisonous fumes entered the cabin.  Forced to turn back, the 

pair endured burning eyes until they landed just 35 miles north of their departure point.  There they were found by Japanese 

fishermen, laying beside their plane in a dazed and semi-conscious condition.  With that, Bromley's Pacific Campaign finally ended. 

However, Harold Bromley kept on flying; he flew airmail, barnstormed, and flew for mining companies in Mexico.  He even became an aviation 

inspector with the US Government.  Against all odds, in 1997 the No-Luck Canuck died in obscurity in Desert Palm, California at the ripe old age 

of 99. (submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian BCAM) 
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And The Cockpit Is…...! 

Fiat G91 

The Gold Medal goes to: Me, as no one sent in a guess! 

Name That Plane?! ….. 

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….Staying with the 

WWI theme: name this plane!  First one with the right answer 

has got those all important bragging rights—and Gold medal 

standing!  

 

The British Columbia Aviation Museum 

1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5  

Ph. (250) 655 3300      Website: www.bcam.net  

Your 2018 Board of Directors: 

President:   John Lewis   (250) 665 6062   johnjarvislewis@gmail.com 

Vice President:  Larry Lepard    (250) 361 5332  restorations@bcam.net 

Secretary:   Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net 

Treasurer:   Brian Hay   (250) 655 3300  accounts@bcam.net  

Directors :   Dave Poole   (250) 656 4364  dpoole9@telus.net 

    Larry Dibnah   (250) 656 6416  larry_dibnah@telus.net 

    Ed Kucey   (250) 658 2325  eddyjoq@gmail.com 

 

Other Very Nearly Important People:    

Aircraft Archives/Librarian:  Doug Rollins   (250) 655 4184  library@bcam.net  

Artifacts:   Barbara Gilbert  (250) 655 3794  artifcats@bcam.net  

Membership Records: Norm Dressler  (250) 656 3771  membership@bcam.net  

Volunteer Co-Ordinator: Jan Lewis   (250) 665 6062  j6877lewis@gmail.com 

Gift Shop:   Virginia Browne  (250) 882 0710  giftshop@bcam.net  

Norseman Newsletter: Virginia Browne   (250) 882 0170            norsemannews@bcam.net  

Norseman Room Rental: Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net   

Ground Maintenance: Robert Young   (250) 656 4679 

eBay Sales   Sandy Peel   (250) 658 5171   b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com 

Please contact Editor at:  norsemannews@bcam.net  with your ideas and comments for our future newsletters!  

mailto:b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com

